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Continuous-Time Fixed-Lag Smoothing for
LiDAR-Inertial-Camera SLAM

Jiajun Lv , Xiaolei Lang, Jinhong Xu, Mengmeng Wang , Yong Liu , and Xingxing Zuo

Abstract—Localization and mapping with heterogeneous
multisensor fusion have been prevalent in recent years.
To adequately fuse multimodal sensor measurements re-
ceived at different time instants and different frequencies,
we estimate the continuous-time trajectory by fixed-lag
smoothing within a factor-graph optimization framework.
With the continuous-time formulation, we can query poses
at any time instants corresponding to the sensor mea-
surements. To bound the computation complexity of the
continuous-time fixed-lag smoother, we maintain tempo-
ral and keyframe sliding windows with constant size, and
probabilistically marginalize out control points of the tra-
jectory and other states, which allows preserving prior
information for future sliding-window optimization. Based
on continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing, we design tightly
coupled multimodal SLAM algorithms with a variety of
sensor combinations, like the LiDAR-inertial and LiDAR-
inertial-camera SLAM systems, in which online time offset
calibration is also naturally supported. More importantly,
benefiting from the marginalization and our derived analyt-
ical Jacobians for optimization, the proposed continuous-
time SLAM systems can achieve real-time performance
regardless of the high complexity of continuous-time for-
mulation. The proposed multimodal SLAM systems have
been widely evaluated on three public datasets and self-
collect datasets. The results demonstrate that the proposed
continuous-time SLAM systems can achieve high-accuracy
pose estimations and outperform existing state-of-the-art
methods. To benefit the research community, we will open
source our code at https://github.com/APRIL-ZJU/clic.

Index Terms—Continuous-time trajectory, fixed-lag
smoothing, multisensor fusion, simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM).
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I. INTRODUCTION

S IMULTANEOUS localization and mapping (SLAM) are
fundamental for mobile robots to navigate autonomously

in various applications. Especially, in scenarios where external
signals are unavailable, e.g., the GPS-denied environment, lo-
calization, and mapping with only onboard sensors can be a
practical solution. Plenty of sensors have been used for SLAM
purposes, including the proprioceptive sensors and exteroceptive
sensors. The common proprioceptive sensors measure the state
of robot, e.g., wheel encoders, inertial measurement unit (IMU),
magnetometer, etc. While the exteroceptive sensors perceive
the surrounding environment information, e.g., radar, sonar,
LiDAR, camera, barometer, altimeter, etc. Among all of the sen-
sors, camera, IMU and LiDAR are three of the most ubiquitous
sensors leveraged in SLAM algorithms [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

Recently, LiDAR-inertial-camera (LIC)-based localization
and mapping systems [4], [6], [7] have attracted significant at-
tention, due to their versatility, high accuracy, and robustness. By
combining the three sensor modalities, LIC systems have more
applicable scenarios than using only the component sensors.
Besides, since a single LiDAR only has a limited field of view
(FOV), multiple LiDARs fusion [8] is a rational choice for highly
accurate localization and efficient mapping.

Multimodal sensor measurements are assigned with times-
tamps by individual sensors, and timeoffsets generally exist
among different sensors [9], [10] without hardware synchroniza-
tion. Even the timeoffsets between sensors can be removed, mea-
surements from various sensor modalities are usually received
at different rates and different time instants. In order to fuse the
heterogeneous sensors, accurate alignment of the asynchronous
sensors is the prerequisite. Without special hardware support
for synchronization, time offset can also be online calibrated in
estimators, such as online timeoffset estimation in visual-inertial
(VI) system [9], [11], [12], [13] and LIC system [4]. Further
efforts are required to deal with different sensor frequencies
and sampling time instants. For example, sensors like IMU and
LiDAR consecutively provide abundant measurements at high
frequencies, and it is challenging to accurately align thousands
of points in LiDAR scans to the asynchronous IMU measure-
ments. Some approaches [6], [10], [14] linearly interpolate the
integrated discrete-time IMU poses at the sampling time instants
of LiDAR points, in order to compensate for motion distortion
in LiDAR scans.

Another alternative way is to parameterize the trajectory in
a continuous-time representation [15], [16], [17], which allows
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TABLE I
RELATED WORKS OF LIC FUSION

pose querying at any time instants without interpolations. For-
mulating the trajectory in continuous-time with B-spline gains
popularity in calibration tasks [18], [19], visual odometry [20],
as well as LiDAR odometry [17], [21], due to its versatility and
convenience in aligning asynchronous sensor measurements.
However, there are two main challenges preventing continuous-
time trajectory from being widely deployed: 1) Real-time per-
formance: In conventional discrete-time state estimation, the
pose in the residual is just the state to be estimated. However,
in continuous-time state estimation, the pose is computed from
multiple control points on the Lie group, and the state to be
estimated in the residual switches to multiple control points
(depend on the B-spline order). This fact not only increases the
computation load but also generally increases the complexity of
the Jacobian computation. Existing continuous-time odometry
methods [17] rarely achieve real-time performance. 2) Fixed-lag
smoothing: Discrete-time methods typically estimate states by
fixed-lag smoothing [3], [22], [23] and preserve information
of the old measurements/states with marginalization, however,
continuous-time methods like VIO [24] or LIO [21] rarely con-
sider how to preserve information of old measurements/states.
In fact, some of informative measurements/states are directly
discarded without leaving prior information for the estimation
of remaining states. There is little work about marginalization
for continuous-time trajectory optimization, probably because
of the high complexity of optimizing continuous-time trajec-
tory, and the sliding strategy and marginalization strategy are
significantly different from discrete-time methods.

In general, although B-spline-based continuous-time trajec-
tory optimization methods have been studied in many existing
research works [17], [21], [24], the continuous-time fixed-lag
smoothing within a sliding window and with probabilistic state
marginalization is rarely investigated in existing literature. To
the best of our knowledge, this article is among the first to
utilize continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing with probabilistic
marginalization for multisensor fusion, and even better, we can
achieve real-time performance.

The contributions can be summarized as follows.

1) We adopt continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing method
for multisensor fusion in a factor-graph optimization
framework. Specifically, we estimate B-spline-based
continuous-time trajectory within a constant size of
sliding window by fusing asynchronous heterogeneous
sensor measurements published at various frequencies
and different time instants. To attain a bounded computa-
tion complexity, old control points of the continuous-time
trajectory are strategically and probabilistically marginal-
ized out of the sliding window.

2) Powered by continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing, we
design some LiDAR-inertial (LI) SLAM and LIC SLAM
systems at a variety of sensor combinations (even with
multiple LiDARs), and derive the analytical Jacobians
for efficient factor-graph optimization. Benefiting from
easy accessibility of continuous-time trajectory deriva-
tives, timeoffsets between different sensors can be online
calibrated. With careful and strategic implementation,
our proposed continuous-time LI SLAM and LIC SLAM
systems can achieve real-time performance.

3) The proposed continuous-time LI SLAM and LIC SLAM
systems are extensively evaluated on three publicly avail-
able datasets and self-collected datasets. The experimen-
tal results show that the proposed LI system has compet-
itive accuracy and the proposed LIC system outperforms
several state-of-the-art methods and works well in degen-
erated sequences.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the relevant literature. Then, with the continuous-
time trajectory preliminary provided in Section III, we present
continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing method leveraged in Sec-
tion IV. In Section V, we further detail multisensor fusion SLAM
systems enabled by continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing with
different sensor configurations, such as LI systems and LIC
systems. Section VI demonstrates the performance of different
sensor combinations and discloses the runtime of the different
systems. Finally, Section VII concludes the article and discusses
future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

There is a rich body of literature on multisensor fusion for
localization and mapping. Instead of providing a comprehensive
literature review of SLAM with multisensor fusion, we exten-
sively review the existing LIC systems, multi-LiDAR systems,
and continuous-time trajectory-based SLAM systems, which are
most relevant to this article.

A. Multisensor Fusion for SLAM

1) LIC Fusion for SLAM: State estimation in LIC systems
has been achieved either by graph-based optimization [6], [16],
[25], [26], [29], [30], [32], [33] or filter-based methods [4], [7],
[10], while [31] also combines both the graph optimization and
filter for localization and mapping. We summarize typical LIC
systems in Table I, which depicts the processing methods of raw
sensory measurements as well as the state estimation framework.
Fig. 1 summarizes four typical pipelines using factor-graph
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Fig. 1. Four different pipelines of LIC SLAM systems using factor-
graph optimization framework. F1, F2, F3 are loosely-coupled methods,
and F4 is a tightly-coupled method.

optimization, including the loosely coupled ones (F1, F2, and
F3), as well as the tightly coupled methods (F4). V-LOAM [2] is
a loosely coupled method, composed of IMU integration, vision
and integrated IMU poses fusion with factor-graph optimization,
as well as LiDAR and VIO poses fusion with factor-graph
optimization (see pipeline F1 in Fig. 1). All the three submodules
can output pose estimation at different frequencies, and the
estimated poses are refined step by step within the submodules.
Some works [26], [27], utilizing VI odometry to provide initial
pose guess for LiDAR point cloud registration (see F2 of Fig. 1),
adopt another way to loosely couple sensor measurements. Some
other works [6], [32] get pose estimation via IMU preinte-
gration, VI odometry and LiDAR-inertial odometry separately,
then fuse the three types of pose estimation in a pose graph,
which can be solved by factor-graph optimization. In contrast
to loosely coupled methods, which somehow fuse intermediate
pose estimation from sensor measurements, tightly coupled ap-
proaches [16], [29], [30], [33] directly integrate sensor data, esti-
mating system state with IMU data (preintegration/raw measure-
ments), image features, and LiDAR features (illustrated in F4 of
Fig. 1).

IMU measurement: Regarding the measurement process-
ing for different sensor modalities, filter-based methods usu-
ally use IMU measurements to propagate system states, and
optimization-based methods widely adopt preintegration [34]
technique, which integrates high-rate IMU data into a low-rate
preintegration factor; continuous-time trajectory-based methods
naturally couple raw IMU measurements in the batch optimiza-
tion.

Visual measurement: Visual algorithms could be categorized
into the indirect and the direct upon the visual residual mod-
els [35]. Indirect methods extract and track features from images
and construct geometric constraints in the estimation, while
direct methods directly use the actual image values to formulate
photometric error, allowing for a more finely grained geometry
representation. Both methods rely on accurate depth estimation
of landmarks, which can be enhanced by the highly accurate
clouds of LiDAR. Specifically, Lowe et al. [16] set the depth of
a feature to the nearest surfel along the feature ray, and set the
depth uncertainty to the surfel’s covariance in the ray direction.
Other methods [6], [25], [30], [32] first project the LiDAR cloud
onto the spherical coordinates of the image, then associate the

image feature with the nearest local planar patch that is formed
by several nearest LiDAR points, and finally set the feature depth
to the depth of the intersection between the ray (from the camera
center to the feature) and the plane.

LiDAR measurement: Line and plane features based on local
patch’s smoothness firstly defined in LOAM algorithm [2] are
popular in data association of LiDAR clouds, followed by several
methods [4], [6], [25], [26]. Zuo et al. [10] extend to track
consecutive plane feature and VILENS [29], [30] tracks both
line and plane feature.

2) Multi-LiDAR Fusion for SLAM: Multi-LiDAR odometry
LOCUS [8] and its following [36] combine motion-corrected
scans from each LiDAR into a single point cloud, which is
registered by generalized iterative closest point (GICP). MIL-
IOM [37] chooses to extract features from raw organized scan
first and merges feature cloud of each LiDAR instead of merging
the full scan, the feature cloud is registered through feature-to-
map matching method.

B. SLAM With Continuous-Time Trajectory

Continuous-time trajectory representation includes linear in-
terpolation, wavelets, Gaussian process, and splines. In this
article, we focus on B-spine-based representation as explained
in Section III-A. Pioneering work on solving B-spline-based
continuous-time SLAM problem is first systematically derived
in [38], where the authors propose to represent the states as a
weighted sum of continuous temporal basis function and illus-
trate its application case in the extrinsic calibration between IMU
and camera. Thereafter, B-spline-based continuous-time trajec-
tory formulation has been widely applied to SLAM-relevant
applications, such as event camera odometry [20], and LiDAR-
inertial odometry [17], [21], multicamera SLAM system [24],
and LIC fusion [16]. Lowe et al. [16] tightly coupled LIC
measurements to estimate state in continuous-time trajectory,
however, they assume no timeoffset between sensors, which does
not hold well in real world application, and prior information
is discarded without any explanation. Our previous work [17]
proposed a continuous-time based method for LI system, which
managed the measurements within a local window and presented
a two-stage loop closure strategy to obtain global-consistent
trajectory. Some IMU measurements older than current scan are
included in local window rather than applying marginalization
technique to retain information about the old measurements,
and in addition, it uses automatic derivation to solve the NLS
problem. Due to these two aspects, the system is not able to run
in real time.

In this article, we propose a continuous-time based method
that supports fusing measurements from LiDAR, IMU, and
camera, which is very easy to expand to fuse more other
sensors to improve the accuracy of localization and mapping,
such as fusing GPS in outdoor cases and RFID [39] in indoor
cases.

III. PRELIMINARY ON CONTINUOUS-TIME TRAJECTORY

This section presents in detail continuous-time trajectory
representation based on B-spline and its time derivatives.
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A. B-Spline Trajectory Representation

We employ B-spline to parameterize continuous-time trajec-
tory as it has the good property of locality and closed-form
analytic time derivatives, Ck−1 smoothness for a spline of
order k (degree k − 1) [40]. Specifically, we parameterize the
continuous-time 6-DoF trajectory with uniform cumulative B-
splines in a split representation format [41]. The translationp(t)
of k order over time t ∈ [ti, ti+1) is controlled by the temporally
uniformly distributed translational control points pi, pi+1, . . . ,
pi+k−1, and the matrix format [42] could be written as

p(t)︸︷︷︸
3×1

=
[
pi di

1 · · · di
k−1

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

3×k

M̃(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k×k

u︸︷︷︸
k×1

u =
[
1 u · · · uk−1

]
, u = (t− ti)/(ti+1 − ti) (1)

with difference vectors di
j = pi+j − pi+j−1 ∈ R3. The cumu-

lative spline matrix M̃(k) of uniform B-spline only depends on
the B-spline order. We further define λ(t) = M̃(k)u; thus, (1)
can be written as

p(t) = pi +

k−1∑
j=1

λj(t) · di
j . (2)

To parameterize the 3-D rotation in SO(3), we adopt the cu-
mulative B-splines in Lie groups with the following expression
over time t ∈ [ti, ti+1):

R(t) = Ri ·
k−1∏
j=1

Exp
(
λj(t) · Log

(
R−1

i+j−1Ri+j

))
(3)

where Ri ∈ SO(3) are the control points for rotation.
The difference vector between two rotations is defined as
di
j = Log(R−1

i+j−1Ri+j) ∈ R3 and Aj(t) = Exp(λj(t) · dj)
where omitting the i to simplify notation, (3) can be written
in the following concise equation:

R(t) = Ri ·
k−1∏
j=1

Aj(t) . (4)

In this article, we select cubic (degree = 3) B-spline, and the
corresponding cumulative spline matrix M̃(k) is

M̃(4) =
1
6

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
6 5 1 0

0 3 3 0

0 −3 3 0

0 1 −2 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5)

B. Time Derivatives of B-Spline

As mentioned before, B-spline provides closed-form an-
alytic derivatives, enabling the proposed system to fuse
high-frequency IMU measurements seamlessly. Continuous-
time trajectory of IMU in global frame {G} is denoted as

TABLE II
NOTATIONS GLOSSARY

G
I T(t) = [GI R(t),GpI(t)], and its time derivatives can be de-
rived as

Gv(t) = GṗI(t) =

3∑
j=1

λ̇j(t) · di
j , (6)

Ga(t) = Gp̈I(t) =

3∑
j=1

λ̈j(t) · di
j , (7)

G
I Ṙ(t) = Ri

(
Ȧ1A2A3 +A1Ȧ2A3 +A1A2Ȧ3

)
(8)

where Ȧj = Exp(λ̇j(t) · dj). Naturally, it is straightforward to
compute the linear accelerations and angular velocities in local
IMU frame

Ia(t) = G
I R

�(t)
(
Ga(t)− Gg

)
(9)

Iω(t) = G
I R

�(t) · GI Ṙ(t) (10)

where Gg ∈ R3 denotes the gravity vector in global frame.
In the following section, we model the continuous-time tra-

jectory of IMU sensor in {G} frame, termed as G
I T(t). The

global frame {G} is determined by the first IMU measurement
after system initialization by aligning its z-axis with the gravity
direction, and the gravity can be denoted as [0,0,9.8] in {G}.
We assume the extrinsic rigid transformations between sensors
are precalibrated [43], and we can get the camera trajectory
G
CT(t), and LiDAR trajectory G

LT(t) handily by transferring
IMU trajectory G

I T(t)with the known extrinsic transformations.

IV. CONTINUOUS-TIME FIXED-LAG SMOOTHING

This section presents the continuous-time fixed-lag smooth-
ing applied in factor-graph optimization, which is the core of
estimator design. Before diving into details, we introduce some
notations used in this article, which is summarized in Table II.

A. Factor-Graph Optimization

We fuse heterogeneous IMU, LiDAR, and camera mea-
surements in a factor graph optimization framework with the
continuous-time trajectory formulation. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows
the factor graphs of the LI system and LIC system, respectively.
Here, we only illustrate the factor graph for LIC system, and
it is straightforward to apply to LI system with minor adapta-
tions. Specifically, our estimator in the temporal sliding window
(detailed in Section V-A2) over [tκ−1, tκ) aims to estimate the
following states:

X κ = {xκ
R, x

κ
p , x

κ
Ib
, xκ

λ , tI , tC} ,
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Fig. 2. Factor graphs of multi-sensor fusion. (a) A typical factor graph
of LI system fusion. (b) A typical factor graph of LIC system fusion.
Active control points are to be optimized, while static control points
remain constant. The control points with yellow background are involved
in visual keyframe sliding window. (c) After marginalization of (b), the
induced prior factor is involved with the latest control points, latest bias
and timeoffsets.

xκ
Ib

= {bκ−1
ω , bκ−1

a , bκ
ω, b

κ
a} (11)

which include active control points of B-splines Φ(tκ−1, tκ) =
{xκ

R,x
κ
p}, the IMU biases xκ

Ib
, the parameters of visual land-

marks xκ
λ , and the temporal offset between LiDAR and IMU

tI or camera tC . Notably, LiDAR is taken as the base sensor
in our multisensor fusion system, thus we need to align IMU
and camera timestamps to LiDAR. Section V-C2 provides more
details about the timeoffset estimation.

The factor graph needed to be solved consists of LiDAR
factors rL, IMU factors rI , one bias factor rIb , visual factors
rC , and one prior factor rprior induced from marginalization; the
details of factors are provided in the following sections. With
the LiDAR-inertial measurements during [tκ−1, tκ) and tracked
visual features in the keyframe sliding window (detailed in
Section V-B2), we formulate the following nonlinear least-
squares (NLS) problem:

X̂ κ = argmin
Xκ

r, r = rI + rIb + rL + rc + rprior (12)

and solve the NLS problem by iterative optimization methods. At
each iteration, the system is linearized at current estimate x̂, and
we define its error state as x̃ = x− x̂, where x is the true state.
In practice, we adopt the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm from
the Ceres Solver [44] library and employ analytical derivatives
to speed up the NLS problem-solving.

B. LiDAR Factor

A LiDAR point measurement Lpt with noise nL, measured
at time t�, is associated with a 3-D plane in closest point

parameterization [14], [45], Gπ = Gdπ
Gnπ , where Gdπ and

Gnπ denote the distance of the plane to origin and unit normal
vector, respectively. We can transform LiDAR point to global
frame by

Gp̂� =
G
LR(τ�)

(
Lp� + nL

)
+ GpL(τ�) (13)

and the point-to-plane distance is given by

rL(τ�, X̂ κ, Lp�,
Gπ) = Gn�

π
Gp̂� +

Gdπ

≈ H� · x̃+G� · nL (14)

where τ� = t� is the measure time of LiDAR point; H� is
Jacobian matrix w.r.t. error state x̃ (see our supplementary file for
detail). nL is assumed to be under independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) white Gaussian noise in our experiments. G�

is the Jacobian with respect tonL, which can be easily computed.

C. IMU Factor and Bias Factor

Considering raw IMU measurements at tm with angular ve-
locity Iωm and linear acceleration Iam, and the true angular
velocity and linear acceleration are denoted by Iω and Ia,
respectively. The following equations hold:

Iωm = Iω(t) + bω(t) + nω (15)

Iam(t) = G
I R

�(t)
(
Ga(t)− Gg

)
+ ba(t) + na (16)

ḃω(t) = nbω , ḃa(t) = nba (17)

where nω, na are zero-mean Gaussian white noise. The gyro-
scope biasbω and accelerometer biasba are modeled as random
walks, driving by the white Gaussian noises nbω and nba ,
respectively. With the time offset tI of IMU between LiDAR,
we have the following IMU factor:

rI(τm, X̂ κ, Iωm, Iam)

=

[
Iω(τm)− Iωm + bκ

ω
Ia(τm)− Iam + bκ

a

]
+

[
nω

na

]
≈ Hκ

Im
· x̃+GIm · nI (18)

and bias factor

rIb(X̂ κ) =

[
bκ
ω − bκ−1

ω

bκ
a − bκ−1

a

]
+

[
nbω

nba

]
≈ Hκ

Ib
· x̃+GIb · nIb (19)

where τm = tm + tI is the corrected IMU timestamp, and
Hκ

Im
andHκ

Ib
are Jacobian matrices with respect to states (see

supplementary file), and GImandGIb are Jacobian matri-
ces with respect to noise. By substituting the derivative of
continuous-time trajectory (9) at time instant τm into (18),
we can optimize the continuous-time trajectory by raw IMU
measurements directly, avoiding the efforts of IMU propagation
or preintegration.

D. Visual Factor

A landmark pj observed in its anchor keyframe Fa at times-
tamp ta and observed again in frame Fb at timestamp tb, can be
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given the initialized inverse depth as λj through triangulation (as
Section V-B1). Let ρa

j denote 2-D raw observation in Fa with
noise nc, the estimated position of landmark in frame Fb is

p̂b
j =

G
CT(τb)

� · GCT(τa) · 1
λj

πc(ρ
a
j + nc) (20)

where πc(·) denotes the back projection, which transforms a
pixel to the normalized image plane. τa, τb are corrected times-
tamps to remove timeoffsets. The corresponding visual factor
based on reprojection error is defined as

rc(τb, X̂ κ,ρb
j) =

[
e�1
e�2

](
p̂b
j

e�3 p̂b
j

− πc

(
ρb
j + nc

))
≈ Hb

j · x̃+Gb
j · nc (21)

where ei denotes a 3 × 1 vector with its ith element to be 1 and
the others to be 0, and ρb

j describes 2-D raw observation in Fb.
Hb

j denotes Jacobian matrix (see supplementary file).

E. Marginalization

To bound the size of sliding window in our continuous-time
fixed-lag smoother, marginalization has to be resorted to. Al-
though marginalization is universally leveraged in discrete-time
sliding-window estimator [3], [23], it is rarely investigated in
continuous-time sliding-window estimator. By utilizing proba-
bilistic marginalization, information on the active states can be
well reserved in the estimator, when measurements and old states
are removed from the sliding window. Linearizing the factors at
the best estimate of the state gives[

Hαα Hαβ

Hβα Hββ

][
xα

xβ

]
=

[
bα

bβ

]
(22)

where we organize the reserved parameters inxα, andxβ will be
marginalized. Using the Schur complement [46], the following
equation holds:(

Hαα −HαβH
−1
ββHβα

)
xα =

(
xα −HαβH

−1
ββxβ

)
(23)

and by introducing new notations, we can denote the above
equation by

Ĥααxα = b̂α (24)

which is exactly the prior factor. Fig. 2(b) displays the entries
needed to be marginalized out of the LI temporal- and visual
keyframe-sliding windows. The entries needed to be marginal-
ized vary at different statuses. We marginalize out the control
points and IMU biases when sliding the LI temporal window, and
marginalize out the inverse depths of landmarks when sliding
the oldest keyframe out of visual keyframe sliding window,
producing a prior on

X κ
prior = {Φ(tκ−1, tκ) ∩Φ(tκ, tκ+1), b

κ
ω,b

κ
a , tI , tC} .

where Φ(tκ−1, tκ) ∩Φ(tκ, tκ+1) denotes the affected control
points in next sliding window. The prior factor induced from
marginalization is shown in Fig. 2(c) and will be involved in
future factor-graph optimization.

Fig. 3. Pipeline of the proposed LIC fusion system. Raw IMU mea-
surements, features of each LiDAR and tracked features of camera are
cached in the MsgCache module, and measurements are fed to the
sliding window at 1

ηΔt Hz. After factor-graph optimization, we separately
marginalize LI state and visual state, and update local LiDAR map and
visual landmarks. More details are provided in Section V.

V. MULTISENSOR FUSION

This section presents in detail the multisensor fusion method
powered by the versatile continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing
presented above. Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of an LIC
fusion system. In this section, we first introduce the LiDAR-IMU
system (Section V-A) and visual system (Section V-B). Then, we
reveal some implementation details (Section V-C) to accommo-
date the particularity of continuous-time trajectory estimation,
which is with significant distinction from discrete-time methods.

A. LiDAR-Inertial System

1) LiDAR Measurement Processing: There are three main
stages for LiDAR point cloud processing: feature extraction,
data association, and local map management. Inspired by [2], for
each new incoming LiDAR scan, we first compute the curvature
of each point according to its neighboring points, and select
points with small curvature as planar points. The motion distor-
tion in raw LiDAR scan is inevitable due to the motion when the
LiDAR is scanning. Since we have formulated the continuous-
time trajectory, it is handy to query poses at every time instant,
which allows us to compensate for the motion distortion by
aligning all the LiDAR points in one scan to the sweeping start
time of that scan. After removing the incidental motion distortion
in raw LiDAR scan and projecting undistorted LiDAR scan to the
map frame using the initialized (or optimized) continuous-time
trajectory, we can perform the point-to-plane data association by
associating planar LiDAR points to tiny planes in the map. The
tiny planes are found by fitting neighboring planar points on the
map. The point-to-plane distance [see (14)] will be minimized in
the continuous-time fixed-lag smoother. After finishing the first
optimization, we update the data association using the optimized
trajectory and optimize again to refine the estimation. Upon
completion of the optimization, we individually transform each
LiDAR point into the scan’s start time according to queried pose
from the optimized trajectory, and select keyscans based on the
displacement of poses or time span. Keyscans are leveraged to
build the local LiDAR map in {G} frame, and the local LiDAR
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Fig. 4. Involved measurements from IMU (blue block) and LiDAR
(green block) sensors in a temporal sliding window in [tκ−1, tκ), and
measurements of camera (yellow block, keyframes denoted by arrows)
in a keyframe sliding window. The active trajectory segment of which
control points will be optimized is within the LI temporal sliding window.

map composed of certain keyscans keeps updated upon newly
added scan.

2) LI Temporal Sliding Window: For the LI system, we main-
tain a temporal sliding window within a constant time duration,
ηΔt, where Δt denotes the B-spline temporal knot distance and
η is an integer. The continuous-time trajectory of LI system
is optimized and updated every ηΔt seconds. Compared to
optimizing the trajectory within every LiDAR scan individu-
ally [17], the temporal sliding-window optimization (fixed-lag
smoothing) makes full use of all measurements within the sliding
window (see Fig. 4) and prior information from marginalization,
which could achieve higher accuracy. Note that the IMU bias
sampling frequency is set as 1

ηΔtHz, that is to say, we add a
new IMU bias state when sliding the temporal window forward,
and the discrete noise of bias factor [see (19)] is determined
accordingly.

B. Visual System

The main purpose of incorporating camera to the multisensor
fusion estimator is to improve the robustness of LI system. We
expect the LIC system not to have degraded performance in
structureless scenarios, which is a significant challenge for LI
systems.

1) Visual Front End: We extract corner features [47] from
the images with KLT tracking [48] and determine image
keyframe based on parallax variation and the number of features
tracked, similar to [3]. Furthermore, we triangulate the land-
marks tracked throughout the whole keyframe sliding window
(see Section V-B2) using keyframe poses queried from current
best-estimated continuous-time trajectory, and only keep the
landmarks with low reprojection errors. Landmarks are param-
eterized by inverse depth represented in anchor frame, which in
our case is always the oldest keyframe in the keyframe sliding
window.

2) Visual Keyframe Sliding Window: When processing im-
ages, we maintain a visual keyframe sliding window with a
constant number of keyframes, in contrast to the constant time
duration for LI temporal sliding window. This is due to the
consideration that visual landmark triangulation needs obser-
vations across multiple keyframes with sufficient parallaxes.
The duration of the keyframe sliding window is normally longer
than the LI temporal sliding window, and estimating the entire
trajectory covered by all the keyframes is time-consuming. In
practice, we determine the trajectory optimization range based
on the temporal sliding window of the LI system and define the

Fig. 5. Factor graph of trajectory initialization with details provided in
Section V-C1.

control points to be optimized as active control points (shown in
Fig. 4). We only optimize the control points of active trajectory
segment within the LI temporal sliding window, while the other
control points are involved in the optimization but kept static in
the optimization. That formulation of visual system may not be
the best choice of high-accuracy estimation, but rather a tradeoff
to achieve real-time. While for the marginalization of visual
keyframe sliding window, the oldest keyframe and the landmarks
in it are marginalized out.

The strategy of sliding the keyframe window is similar to [3],
where the newest frame in the sliding window is always the latest
image of the system. If the second newest frame is determined
as keyframe, we will marginalize out the oldest keyframe and
landmarks in it from the sliding window, in order to keep a
constant number of keyframes. Otherwise, we discard the second
newest frame directly. Note that, we need to transfer the anchor
frame of visual landmark if its anchor frame is marginalized.

C. Extra Implementation Details

1) Initialization: We initialize the IMU bias and gravity di-
rection using the raw IMU measurements, assuming that the
system is stationary at the start, which shares the same spirit
as [49]. The system appends new IMU biases and control points
when sliding the LI temporal window. The new IMU biases are
initialized to the value of the previous temporal sliding window
bias, and the new control points are first assigned values of the
neighboring control point and further initialized via factor graph
optimization as shown in Fig. 5. The velocity factor is defined
as

rv = Gv̂t − Gv(t) (25)

where Gv(t) is defined in (7), which is derivative of continuous-
time trajectory. Gv̂t is an estimate of global linear velocity at the
end of current LI temporal window, and is derived by forward
integrating IMU measurements from the pose at the start of
temporal window. When solving the initialization problem, only
the newly added control points are optimized while all the other
states remain constant during optimization. After initialization,
we remove the distortion of LiDAR scans with that initialized
trajectory for better association results.

2) Online Calibration of Timeoffset: Estimating timeoffsets
between sensors is natural and convenient when modeling the
trajectory in continuous time. In this article, we choose the
LiDAR sensor as the time baseline. Thus, the timeoffsets of the
camera and IMU with respect to the LiDAR need to be known
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or calibrated online. The main reason of choosing LiDAR as the
base sensor is that local LiDAR map needs to be maintained, and
once the timeoffset of LiDAR trajectory is changed, LiDAR map
needs to be transformed accordingly, which is time-consuming.
In contrast, the extra computation arising from the change of
camera or IMU timestamps is insignificant.

3) Loop Closure: We utilize Euclidean distance-based loop
closure detection method [50] and adopt the two-stage
continuous-time trajectory correction method [17] to tackle loop
closures. After a loop closure optimization, we will remove
the prior information of states since the current best-estimated
states may be away from the linearized points, resulting in
inappropriate prior constraints.

VI. EXPERIMENT

In the experiments, we evaluate the proposed continuous-time
fixed-lag smoother in terms of pose estimation accuracy in vari-
ous scenarios, systematically analyze the convergence speed and
the accuracy of online timeoffset calibration, and disclose the
runtime of the main stages in the proposed method. We assess a
variety of sensor combinations powered by the continuous-time
fixed-lag smoothing method, including the following:

1) CLIO: one LIDAR and one IMU;
2) CLIO2: two LiDARs and one IMU;
3) CLIC: one LiDAR, one IMU and one camera;
4) CLIC2: two LiDAR, one IMU and one camera.

We adopt the absolute pose error (APE) as evaluation met-
ric to compare the proposed method against three LI systems
(CLINS [17], LIO-SAM [50]), and three LIC systems (LVI-
SAM [6], VIRAL-SLAM [51], LIC-Fusion 2.0 [10]) and two
multi-LiADR systems (VIRAL-SLAM, MILIOM [37]). In all
experiments, the temporal knot distance Δt is 0.03 s, and the
duration of LI temporal sliding window length is 0.12 s while
the visual keyframe sliding window size is 10.

A. Evaluation Datasets

We evaluate the following three publicly available datasets
and our self-collected datasets.

1) VIRAL [52]: The Visual-Inertial-RAnging-Lidar Dataset
contains a variety of sensors, including two 16-beam
Ouster LiDARs at 10 Hz, two monocular cameras at
10 Hz, and a VectorNav VN100 IMU at 385 Hz, etc. The
dataset comprises nine sequences collected indoors and
outdoors by an MAV (Micro Aerial Vehicle).

2) NCD [53]: The Newer College Dataset is collected using
a handheld device that consists of a 64-beam Ouster
LiDAR at 10 Hz with its internal IMU at 100 Hz, and
a stereo camera at 30 Hz. The dataset combines built
environments, open spaces, and vegetated areas.

3) LVI-SAM [6]: The LVI-SAM Dataset features both hand-
held and vehicle (Jackal) platforms in outdoor open veg-
etated environments including geometrically degenerate
surroundings with 16-beam LiDAR at 10 Hz, camera at
20 Hz, and IMU at 500 Hz.

4) YQ: The self-collected YuQuan Dataset collected on our
university campus consists of seven sequences using an

Fig. 6. Sensor rig and ground vehicle to collect YQ dataset.

Fig. 7. Seven trajectories of YQ dataset.

electric car with a sensor rig mounted on the top shown
in Fig. 6. The sensor rig comprises a 16-beam LiDAR
at 10 Hz, a camera at 20 Hz, and an IMU at 400 Hz.
The trajectories of different sequences overlaid on Google
map are shown in Fig. 7. GPS measurements are collected
to provide groundtruth for this outdoor dataset.

5) Vicon Room: The self-collected Vicon Room Dataset
shares the identical sensor rig as YQ dataset. This in-
door dataset is collected with hand-held random motion,
and a motion capture system is leveraged to provide
groundtruth trajectories.

B. LiDAR-Inertial Fusion: CLIO

In this experiment, we evaluate the accuracy of continuous-
time trajectory estimation of the CLIO system enabled by the
proposed continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing. The results on
VIRAL dataset are shown in Table III; CLIO outperforms other
LI methods in most sequences and achieves an average RMSE of
0.034 m. CLINS is much more accurate than all the discrete-time
methods, including LIO-SAM [50], MILIOM [37], and
VIRAL [51]. Compared to continuous-time method,
CLINS [17], which only optimizes control points of trajectory
within the time span of the newest LiDAR scan and lacks
probabilistic marginalization, the proposed CLIO, optimizing
all the control points in a sliding window involved with
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TABLE III
APE (RMSE, METER) RESULTS ON VIRAL DATASET

Fig. 8. LiDAR-inertial temporal sliding window over [tκ−1, tκ) consists
of multiple LiDAR scans (green blocks), which can be an incomplete
scan.

TABLE IV
APE (RMSE, METER) RESULTS ON NCD DATASET

TABLE V
THE APE (RMSE, METER) RESULTS ON LVI-SAM DATASET

several LiDAR scans (see Figs. 4 and 8) and benefiting from
marginalization, can achieve higher accuracy.

We further conduct evaluations in large-scale scenarios on
the LVI-SAM dataset and NCD dataset (Tables V and IV);
CLIO achieves higher accuracy on most sequences com-
pared to LIO-SAM. Especially, it is worth noting that on the
NCD_06 sequence with the handheld sensor shaking vigor-
ously, CLIO shows significant superiority over the discrete-time
LIO-SAM. The improvement in accuracy could be attributed
to our continuous-time trajectory formulation as it adequately

TABLE VI
APE (RMSE, METER) RESULTS ON YQ DATASET (OUTDOOR)

The best result of LIC system without (or with) loop closure is underlined 

(or in bold).

TABLE VII
APE (RMSE, METER) RESULTS ON VICON ROOM DATASET (INDOOR)

The best result is in bold.

addresses the motion distortion of LiDAR point cloud, which is
of significant importance in highly dynamic motion scenarios.

The presented continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing method
supports fusion of multiple sensors conveniently. In Table III,
we also showcase the pose estimation accuracy of a system with
the fusion of IMU and two LiDARs, dubbed CLIO2. We can
see that CLIO2 has on-par accuracy with CLIO on most of the
sequences, and shows more accurate pose estimation over the
outdoor sequences (nya_xx).

C. LiDAR-Inertial-Camera Fusion: CLIC

In this section, we discuss the accuracy of the LiDAR-Inertial-
Camera pose estimation system enabled by continuous-time
fixed-lag smoothing. The experimental results on the VIRAL
and LVI datasets are summarized in Tables III and V. In ad-
dition, the evaluation results on our self-collected indoor and
outdoor datasets are shown in Tables VI and VII. CLIC tightly
fuses LiDAR, IMU, and camera measurements, and successfully
generates good pose estimation in Handheld sequences collected
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Fig. 9. Estimated trajectories compared to the groundtruth in eee_02
sequence of VIRAL dataset, NCD_02 sequence of NCD dataset, and
Handheld sequence of LVI-SAM dataset.

Fig. 10. LiDAR map (color points) and visual landmarks (red squares)
during the system passing open areas when running Handheld se-
quence. The current scan (white points) only observes the ground while
camera can track stable visual features.

over large open areas while CLIO fails, achieving significantly
higher accuracy compared to the discrete-time method LVI-
SAM [6]. It indicates that visual factors fused into CLIO can
help improve the system’s applicability. Fig. 10 showcases a
snapshot on the Handheld sequence where the LiDAR could only
detect the ground while camera can track stable visual features
to further constrain the optimization problem. As discussed in
Section V-B2, we only optimize the control points within the
LI temporal sliding window for computation efficiency reasons,
and the other control points involved in visual keyframe sliding
window are kept fixed during optimization, which might degrade
the effects of visual factors. In Tables VI and VII, LIC-Fusion
2.0 [10] shows pleasing performance in both indoor and out-
door scenarios, which benefits from reliable sliding-window
plane-feature tracking. However, we can see that LIC-Fusion 2.0
has degraded performance in outdoor scenarios (see Table VI).
The possible reason is that LIC-Fusion 2.0 relies on stably
tracked plane features to update LiDAR poses, while the outdoor
scenarios are filled with tree clumps, and can fail to provide
sufficient structural planes compared to indoors.

The accuracy of CLIC can be further improved when enabling
online timeoffset calibration between different sensors (see
Table V). In Fig. 9, we also show some representative estimated

Fig. 11. Temporal calibration error of CLIC system in NCD_01 se-
quence of NCD dataset. Although we start from various initial values
of timeoffsets, the estimates of timeoffsets are able to quickly converge.

TABLE VIII
TIMING OF DIFFERENT MODULES OF CLINS, CLIO AND CLIC IN EEE_01

SEQUENCE WITH A DURATION OF 397 SECONDS

trajectories of different methods aligned with the groundtruth
trajectories.

D. Online Temporal Calibration

In this section, we examine the performance of online
temporal calibration in the proposed multisensor fusion sys-
tems. Experiments are conducted on the NCD_01 sequence
of NCD dataset [53]. We manually add additional timeoffsets
of −20∼20 ms to the raw timestamps, and the timeoffest tI
provided from NCD dataset is 0 ms. Fig. 11 shows the error of es-
timated timeoffset over time. We start to estimate the timeoffset
5 s after the start of the system, and the IMU timeoffset converges
quickly, with most of the trials converging within 3 s. In addition,
the final estimated timeoffset mean(std) is −2.0 ms (2.7 ms).

E. Runtime Analysis

We investigate runtime of the main modules in CLIO and
CLIC in eee_01 sequence of VIRAL dataset [51]. Importantly,
we notice the average runtime of proposed method remains
almost constant whether in a long sequence or a short se-
quence. The method is implemented in C++ and executed on
the desktop PC with an Intel i7-7700 K and 32-GB RAM, and
Table VIII summarizes the time consumption of CLINS [17],
CLIO, and CLIC. The term Update Local Map in Table VIII rep-
resents update local LiDAR map for associating LiDAR feature;
Update Trajectory represents solving the problem in 12; and
Update Trajectory represents the marginalization process. The
term Others includes feature extraction of image and LiDAR
cloud, trajectory initialization, data association, and so on. With
analytical Jacobian computations for optimization and using
sliding window and marginalization to bound computation com-
plexity by the continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing, the enabled
multisensor fusion methods (CLIO and CLIC) achieve real-time
capability. In contrast, the continuous-time method, CLINS [17],
consumes much more time and fails to run in real time. Here,
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real-time performance refers to the total elapsed time to process
measurements from the sensors is less than the sensor data
collection time. We also note that our current implementation is
not optimal, and there is still significant space to further improve
efficiency.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article exploits continuous-time fixed-lag smoothing for
asynchronous multisensor fusion in a factor-graph framework.
Specifically, we propose to probabilistically marginalize old
states and measurements out of the sliding window, and derive
analytic Jacobians for continuous-time optimization. Benefit-
ing from the nature of continuous-time trajectory formulation,
heterogeneous multisensor measurements at any time instants
can be seamlessly fused. Empowered by the continuous-time
fixed-lag smoothing, we design the estimators at different sensor
configurations, for tight fusion of multiple LiDARs, IMU, and
camera sensors. Our estimators, including LI systems and LIC
systems, show significant advances in pose estimation accu-
racy over the existing state-of-the-art methods. Online temporal
calibration between sensors is also naturally supported in the
continuous-time estimator. We demonstrate the accuracy and
applicability of our method on three available public datasets and
compare it with the state-of-the-art LI, LIC, and multi-LiDAR
systems, respectively. Future work includes more efficient man-
agement of LiDAR map [54], utilizing more reliable LiDAR
feature tracking and estimation method [10], and exploring the
potential benefits of nonuniform B-spline.
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